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MCF NEWSLETTER 22.4
April Newsletter Contributors -Lesley Price & details from our coaches

SLEEP
Sleep! I’m sure everyone who picks up this month’s newsletter is
NAILING sleep habits, having an amazing uninterrupted 7-9 hours of
sleep each night and springs out of bed each morning full of energy
for the day. You’re reading this journal to learn tips to share with
your best friend…right? 😆
At our sleep seminar, Jamison shared the quote. “We exercise for a
purpose: for health, to increase lean muscle mass, to improve
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endurance, and more. All of these 'goals' require sleep,” In other words,
without sleep, exercise does not deliver those benefits, Dr. Winter
explains. “If you don’t sleep, you undermine your body.” (Winter 2018). I
know the majority of us do not workout hoping we eliminate the hard
work we’re putting in each day.
Kelsey has researched and written a great new journal on sleep. I’ll
include a link to her journal here for you to check out once you finish
reading the newsletter. We’ll be covering some basic information on
sleep and considering some suggestions/practices to improve
our sleep. You may be curious if we, as a coaching staff, are all
practicing what we preach. Don’t worry…I’ll also dish those deets!
An article from the CrossFit Journal says that, “Sleep is simply
crucial to overall health and well-being. Consider these facts:
When you sleep, your higher brain centers go into temporary
retirement so they can go about the essential business of
repairing and recuperating. This downtime allows the muscular
system and—even more importantly—the nervous system to
recharge”(Starr 2017). I hope when you read this, it’s evident how
beneficial prioritizing sleep is. Gone are (or should be) the days when
we celebrate those who sleep very little in order to “get sh*t done”
because ultimately you will get more done and likely for longer by
honoring the things that actually make that possible.

SLEEP
Are you getting good
sleep?

So, we know that sleep is important, ✔ . Instead of recognizing its
importance and allowing a cycle of unaddressed stress to begin, let’s
pick ONE way you can improve sleep tonight! Check out some things
Jamison mentioned in our seminar covering sleep habits. If you came
to our sleep seminar and created your own whole routine, you can skip
ahead to the “Get to know your coaching staff section”. After you read
the list, pick one thing you want to try over the next 3 to 4 weeks.
Immediately after you choose, phone a friend. Accountability is huge!
TIPS + TRICKS (NOT ACTUALLY TRICKS😬 ) TO IMPROVE SLEEP
Consistent Sleep and Wake Time

Darkness is key–blackout curtains, cover any
LEDs around the room, or wear a sleep mask.

No screens. up to 3 hours before bed, if you want
to wear special glasses. Blue light delays the
release of melatonin, a sleep-inducing hormone
that naturally starts releasing into your system
around bedtime.

Don’t consume caffeine within 4 hrs of bedtime.

Breathing exercises.

Wear socks to bed. Wearing socks increases
blood flow to feet and heat loss through the
skin, lowering body temperature and thus,
making you sleepy.

Journal. Brain dump. Process.

Read
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Make it cool, between 60-67 degrees Fahrenheit.
7-9 hours, consistently.
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GET TO KNOW YOUR COACHING STAFF
Each of us on the coaching staff, are working on at least one of the five factors of health,
improving our sleep particularly, or maybe will start after we read this and Kelsey’s
journal article. First step is to admit you have an area to work on, and then consciously
decide HOW and WHEN is the best time to pursue that improvement. As promised, here’s
a glimpse into our lives. Remember that each of your coaches is also HUMAN and we’re all
working to be the best versions of ourselves before you align yourself as an excuse or
judge us 😬 .
How many hours of sleep do you get on a typical night of sleep?

David: 5-6 hours

Lee: 8 hours

Michael: I get 5-6 hours sometimes less
depending on the shift I'm on

Kelsey: 5-7 hours (night shift can throw a
wrench in things)

Bryce: 7-9 hours almost every night

Kevin: 6 hours

Brooklyn: 5 hours

Lesley: 7 hours

Jamison: 6 hours

Do you experience the feeling of hunger before each meal?
David: No

Lee: Generally yes

Michael: It depends when my last meal is,
but I eat a lot

Kelsey: Yes

Bryce: Not necessarily. I primarily eat as a
source of fuel for my specific goals and
lifestyle.

Kevin: Yes

Brooklyn: Nope

Lesley: Most meals

Jamison: Most of the time
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Do you fall asleep easily?
David: Yes

Lee: Yes, dangerously easy

Michael: Since I started drinking beam I fall
asleep pretty quick

Kelsey: Yes

Bryce: Yes

Kevin: Yes

Brooklyn: 3/7 nights

Lesley: Most nights

Jamison: When i'm following a routine, yes.
When i'm not, no.

Do you have a nightly routine?
David: No

Lee: Yes

Michael: On day shift, I am ready to drink my
beam and be in bed by 830-9pm. On night shift
I get home about 615am and in bed and up by
11am.

Kelsey: Yes - depends on shift - devices off an
hour before sleep, read/write, and blackout
curtains + valerian root + lavender + sleep mask
+ salt lamp…I use it all : ),

Bryce: Pretty basic. I spend about an hour
before bed winding down and thinking about
my day. Then I will typically do breathing
exercises when I lie down and I'm out like a
light.

Kevin: Yes

Brooklyn: Nope

Lesley: Yes

Jamison: Yes...but don't always stay committed
to it.

SOURCES:
Winter, W. C. (2018). The sleep solution: Why your sleep is broken and how to fix it.
Berkley.
Starr, B. (2017). No Rest for the Foolish. https://doi.org/CrossFit Journal
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CONTENT
Check out our suggested podcast content for this month!

HIGHLIGHTED
CONTENT
What is Traction?
Key 3>>Tips on Time

Announcing the MCF Journal!
As we’ve said many times before, we are more than a gym. What you do
during your hour in the gym is intended to drastically impact and
improve the 23 hours outside of the gym. This journal contains resources
to help you accomplish growth and progress in every area of life. The
journal will be updated weekly with content. Check it out, ask questions,
and share your thoughts with us.
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